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Galería Fernando Pradilla is presenting the second project curated by artist César Delgado: “Silicio 

en la paleta”. The exhibition features the works of José Ramón Amondarain, Aurelio Ayela, Luis 

Candaudap, César Delgado, Luis Gordillo, Ismael Iglesias, Maurizio Lanzillotta, Enrique Larroy, 

Felicidad Moreno, Fermín Moreno, the Santos and Sicilia duo (formed by artists Santiago Santos and 

Alfonso Sicilia Sobrino) and Daniel Verbis. 

 

Throughout history, technology has exerted a significant influence on painting, which has been 

changing its approach and broadening its horizons in terms of the progress brought about by 

technology, and especially by computers. 

 

This exhibition seeks to explain how the digital universe present in all areas of our world is being 

naturally incorporated into the practices of contemporary painting, a discipline for which horsehairs 

tied to a piece of wood were many thousands years ago a fabulous technological breakthrough 

that resulted in possibilities of expression that still prevail today. The exhibition features the works of 

artists from traditional painting that have been incorporating the digital world in their research in 

very different ways, noting the wide variety of possibilities offered by this field to a discipline such as 

painting, as well as the ability to adapt it to any technological innovation that allows the artist to 

address both new solutions and new ways to problematize its scope. 

 

From the use of software and 3D technology to digital printing and hybridizations with traditionally 

orthodox methods of painting or as a technological support to project analog solutions, the 

selection of works present in the exhibition reflects the wide range of options used by each 

participant to incorporate silicon into his or her palette, as well as the path followed by the artists in 

their research of this tool in some cases. 

 

The exhibition features the distinguished presence of Luis Gordillo, whose research with computers is 

well known and whom the curator wants to recognize as a pioneer in this area, where he stands 

out for the naturalness with which he incorporated silicon to the production process. 

 


